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From Johanna Basford, 36 postcards for coloring in and sending to friends (or keeping for

yourself!)These clever postcards feature beautiful drawings fromÂ Lost Ocean, illustrator and ink

evangelist Johanna Basford's magical journey beneath the waves. Color in the cards to bring to life

shoals of exotic fish, curious octopi, and delicately penned seahorses, and then share the magic

with your friends - that is, if you can bear to part with them! Each postcard is an invitation to an inky

new world hidden in the depths of the sea. For pirates, mermaids, and undersea explorers of all

ages.
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I love these. They come in a new packaging, kind of. It's like this added attached piece to the

booklet which is cute. I added some more photos for you guys.

Quite small and detailed, if my eyes were any older I wouldn't be able to color without some reading

glasses. But the drawings are great, super detailed and I love Joanna's artwork. The paper is very

thick and will hold up well for mailing. My Staedtler triplus fineliners do not bleed through. I colored

this picture tonight.

I loved her other postcard coloring book, The Secret Garden, so I was eager to preorder this one. It

is cute and has same overall feel as her other, but I am giving 3 stars because the details of quite a

few of the pictures are so tiny it seems almost impossible to color them in well because the tips of

my gel pens or my colored pencils are too big for the tiny spaces.



These designs are beautiful however they are way too small. I purchased for a grandfather and 8

year old granddaughter to work on and neither would have enjoyed doing them due to the intricacy

of the designs. You'd simply be making a lot of dots with the finest color markers available to

complete some of these. Not appropriate for my intended audience.

i got these to color and write a short letter to my granny... i thought that she would like the

brightness and the color as she was in end stage dementia... they are the same drawings as the

book, just smaller..... sometimes the tiny detail is a little hard to see and color but over all one can

never ever go wrong with Johanna Basford's work... loved it.

This is a beautiful set of cards, and can be given as a gift too to anyone who enjoys coloring.

Recipients of any of these postcards are sure to enjoy them more than a bought one because you

actually have to spend time to color them.Gel pens work well for coloring, but I also have a friend

that uses thin felt tip markers and says they work well as well. Just get someone you can draw thin

lines with because some of the lines you'll have to color are very small.

I have this coloring book in fullsize, so I know Johanna Basford's work is detailed. But such intricate

and fine detail on such small cards makes it completely impossible to actually color them. This item

really should come with a description that mentions that unless you're using a magnifying glass and

hair-tipped pens, you're likely to be disappointed.

They are exactly as described, but I still thought I was getting something different. When I got the

post cards most of the details are so fine and intricate that I don't dare to color them. I should have

just gone with the big book. I wish I could give it 4.5 stars, but it wasn't a great book, so it gets 4.
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